
 
Town of magic guide 

 

Created by shadow 

 

This guide has been created to help you guys with quest, item 

locations, fuse items, and relationship guide 

  



Important points 

This is a document in progress it will be continued to be updated as 

new content is being created, from future updates the new 

additions will also be added to a changelog, so you can travel to the 

end of the document to see what is new, Deimus will have a final 

say if this document is divided in two versions 

One for the patreons with all the content, and another with only 

the current public release 

The guide was made to get as much of all the details needed for an 

event to trigger as possible, however is advised to improve the 

relations as soon as possible 

 

  



Frequented asked questions 
 

What are the current cap levels? 

For the MC (Celica), Galiene, Evie, Faylen(possessed by pirate) and 

Selena the current cap is 80 

For Faylen (possessed by Celica), the cap is 20 

The puppet will have at first a level cap at 5, after meeting Faylen 

her level cap will be 10 

I can’t raise my affection with a character and the fortune teller 

won’t tell me what I need to do, is this a bug? 

No, that’s not a bug, more often than not you need to advance in 

the story or increase your relationship with Nel, various characters 

are dependent on these two factors, or even the story itself is 

dependent in the point that Nel can possess you whenever she 

wants 

In general, try to advance with the relationships as early as 

possible, as of right now, your decisions won’t affect the end of the 

game 

Where can I use the magic beans? 

As of right now version 0.65.010, you can’t use the magic beans 

How can I upgrade my wallet? 

The first two times you will need to buy a new one, after that you 

will have to use the fuse master with different stones to upgrade it 

 

 



Can I upgrade all my equipment to last level? 

As of version 0.65.010, you can’t, there are only 3 Solarites, I do 

recommend to upgrade the arcane ring, watch and hourglass to its 

last level, it will increase you attack, turn speed and reduce 

cooldown of the spells 

Who can help me decipher the stone tablet that morden gave me? 

No one, the stone tablet is not meant to be translated, instead you 

gave it to the fisherman to use in its chair, he will give you a fish, 

going to the plaza in the city you give the fish to the cat, with that 

you get a shoe, giving it to the toy maker will give you a crystal ball, 

giving this crystal ball to the fortune teller will enable free advices 

for treasures and relationships, you will also gain the magic beans 

How many cursed Items are in the game and where to find them? 

As of version 0.65.010 there are 6 cursed items, these are dropped 

by the mimic chests, after you get all the cursed items, the mimics 

will drop lustians; the mimics appear at random in any location and 

are affected by your luck status and how many days passed since 

your last encounter, you can’t encounter them while Nel is in 

control 

 

 

 
 
 
 



Tips about the game 
-As of version 0.63.14 you can get the item talisman XP, if you are 

new to the game or are starting a new file then you should master 

this equipment and always have it enable, it will give you bonus 

experience so you can level up faster 

-As of version 0.64.14 you can upgrade the treasure finder to 

mithril level, the bar for a guarantee treasure will increase faster, so 

make it a priority to upgrade the treasure finder to its last level 

-the best way to master equipment is by either have Nel possess 

you (she will equip any item that’s not been mastered, and can 

change the items while exploring, you can’t do this) or fight mimic 

chests 

-for the potions and the books you need to use alchemy to continue 

to level it, when reaching a thresholding new recipes will become 

available for purchase in the alchemy store  

-When Violet relationship becomes available is best to improve her 

relationship as soon as possible until you get the full bodysuit, this 

will allow Celica the chance of using one extra attack, and you will 

have more HP and MP 

-when the option to have teammates becomes available, try to 

explore with them as much as possible, you also need to level them 

up, it will make exploring more easy 

-as of version 0.63.14 one of the pirates girls can possess Faylen 

and have her as teammate, try to also bring her to level 80, in the 

event is needed in future updates 



-as of version 0.65.010 the wagon of wonders / relationship shop 

had been added so its best to buy the relationships items there to 

quickly progress the relationships 

 

  



Item list 
 

Spell books / Alchemy books 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Drop Items 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

  

 



 

Shop / equipment items 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

  

 

 



Fused Items 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

  

 



 

Dropped Items Locations 

 

Plumberry: Deepwood forest, Dimore Cave, Magma Mounds, 
Dark Woods, Spider Cave, Forsaken Keep, Scorching Sands, 
Sundry Oasis, Ancient Pyramid, Emerline Falls, Fairlily Lake, Dirn 
Kibhar Mine 

 

Alchemite: Deepwood forest, Fullblossom woods, Palmtree Spot, 
Magma Mounds, Dark Woods, Spider Cave, Forsaken Keep, 
Scorching Sands, Misty Marsh, Sundry Oasis, Ancient Pyramid, 
Emerline Falls, Fairlily Lake 

 

Blissful herb: Deepwood forest, Fullblossom woods , Palmtree 
Spot, Dimore Cave, Magma Mounds, Dark Woods, Spider Cave, 
Forsaken Keep, Scorching Sands, Misty Marsh, Sundry Oasis, 
Ancient Pyramid, Emerline Falls, Fairlily Lake, Dirn Kibhar Mine 

 

Energy Mushroom: Deepwood Forest 

 

Greater Alchemite: Deepwood forest, Fullblossom woods, 
Dimore Cave, Dirn Kibhar Mine 

 

Greatest Alchemite: Ancient Pyramid, Dirn Kibhar Mine 

 

Remedy lightbloom: Fullblossom woods 

 

Sleepless Rose: Dark Woods 

 

Bumpricot: Dark Woods, Spider Cave, Forsaken Keep 



 

Cactube: Scorching Sands, Sundry Oasis 

 

Spirell flower: Misty Marsh 

 

Bottle: The alchemy and technique shop, Fullblossom woods, 
Magma Mounds, Dark Woods, Sundry Oasis, Fairlily Lake, 
Deepwood Forest Event 

 

Banastar: Palmtree Spot 

 

Silver Ore: Dimore Cave 

 

Enchanted Thread: Magma Mounds, Dark Woods, Spider Cave 

 

Asayuh Silk: Scorching Sands, Sundry Oasis, Ancient Pyramid 

 

Elf Sage: Misty Marsh, Sundry Oasis 

 

Dwarven Cogwheel: Dirn Kibhar Mine , Mistery Box in 
Relationship shop (wagon of wonders) 

 

Book Skillpoint: Deepwood Forest, Palmtree Spot 

 

Ability Point Skillbook: Palmtree Spot 



 

Golden Nugget: Fullblossom Woods, Palmtree Spot, Dimore 
Cave, Magma Mounds, Dark Woods, Spider Cave, Ancient 
Pyramid 

 

Mithril: Spider Cave, Forsaken Keep, Scorching Sands, Misty 
Marsh, Sundry Oasis, Ancient Pyramid, Dirn Kibhar Mine 

 

Solarite: Emerline Falls, Fairlily Lake, Dirn Kibhar Mine 

 

Electric Shard: Palmtree Spot 

 

Empty Lantern: Palmtree Spot 

 

Fire Stone: Magma Mounds 

 

Wind Cone: Dark Woods 

 

Turquoise Stone: Scorching Sands 

 

Earth Pine: Ancient Pyramid 

 

Water Jewel: Emerline Falls 

 

Ice Flake: defeating Captain Ceres 



 

Ruby Stone: Emerline Falls 

 

Topaz Stone: Emerline Falls (if you bought any of the previous 
stones in the relationship shop then the Topaz Stone will replace 
the last stone you will get) 

 
 

  



Clothes 
Throughout the game you will be able to get different set of clothes that 
will give you numerous benefits, most of them are ‘crafted’, while others 
are event reward 

 

Ankle Boots: Starting equipment of Celica, it does not give any 
benefits 

 

Mini Skirt: Starting equipment of Celica, it does not give any benefits 

 

Tank top: Starting equipment of Celica, it does not give any benefits 

 

Panties: Starting equipment of Celica, it does not give any benefits 

 

Bra: Starting equipment of Celica, it does not give any benefits 

 

Demonic Bra: Allure +10, will power -15, Bought in the tailor shop 

 

Demonic Panties: Allure +10, will power -15, bought in the tailor shop 

 

Slime suit: this will grant you Violet HP as armor and her MP as an 
extension of your MP, gained when reaching Violet level 3 affection, 
can only equip headgear and footwear 

 

Full body slime suit: grants you the same benefits as the slime suit, but 
will also has a chance of Violet doing an extra attack on the enemy, 
gained when reaching Violet level 5 affection, can only equip 
headgear 



 

Slime Panties: same as slime suit, but will allow you to equip 
everything except for the bottom, gained when reaching Violet level 6 
affection, at this point you can unequip the slime suit, instead of 
removing her 

 

Jammie Top: speed + 5, luck + 5; you get this top by reaching Nel level 
7 relationship 

 

Night Cap: speed + 5, luck + 5; you get this by reaching Nel level 10 
relationship 

 

Pink Briefs: speed + 5, luck + 5; you get this by reaching Nel level 8 
relationship 

 

Pom Pom slippers: speed + 5, luck + 5; once you reach Faylen Level 1 
relationship, go back to possess her for an event to take place, Nel will 
appear now wearing this item 

 

Ice armor: grants an extension for HP and MP, unlike Violet this armor 
will remove the charm spell and change it with the Halberd attack, the 
ice spell will now freeze enemies, and you will gain a lot of resistances 
 
Becareful because Glace will take over if you use it to much, a 
bar will appear, you can reset this by eating the soul pastry 
 
You get this armor by defeating Glace the second time you 
encounter her 
After that if Glace takes control, you have to get your body back 
and defeat her again 

 

Witch Boots: Arcane +5, Max HP -10%, bought in the tailor shop 

 

Witch Skirt: Arcane +5, Max HP -10%, bought in the tailor shop 



 

Witch Hat: Arcane +5, Max HP -10%, bought in the tailor shop 

 

Witch Top: Arcane +5, Max HP -10%, bought in the tailor shop 

 

Belly dance leggings: Cooldown + 5, Max MP -5%, bought in the Tailor 
shop 

 

Belly dance shoes: Cooldown + 5, Max MP  -5%, bought in the Tailor 
shop 

 

Belly dance top: Cooldown + 5, Max MP -5%, bought in the Tailor shop 

 

Belly dance face veil: Cooldown + 5, Max MP -5%, bought in the Tailor 
shop 

 

Elven Boots: Allure  -5, willpower +10, bought in the Tailor Shop 

 

Elven Skirt: Allure -5, willpower +10, bought in the Tailor Shop 

 

Elven Vest: Allure -5, willpower +10, bought in the Tailor Shop 

 

Steampunk Boots: Max MP-10%, HP regen, bought in the Tailor Shop 

 

Steampunk Leggings: Max MP-10%, HP regen, bought in the Tailor 
Shop 



 

Steampunk Top: Max MP-10%, HP regen, bought in the Tailor Shop 

 

Steampunk Goggles: Max MP-10%, HP regen, bought in the Tailor 
Shop 

  



Spellbooks 

 

Spellbook magic arrow: you get this book just starting the game 

 

Spellbook rock smash: you buy this spellbook in Spells and Magic Shop 

 

Iceburst spell book: you buy this spellbook in Spells and Magic Shop 

 

Thunderbolt spell book: you buy this spellbook in Spells and Magic 
Shop 

 

Tornado spell book: you buy this spellbook in Spells and Magic Shop 

 

Bubble blast spell book: you buy this spellbook in Spells and Magic Shop 

 

Fireball spell book: you buy this spellbook in Spells and Magic Shop 

 

Cleanse spell book: once you meet the fisherman return to the main 
gate to trigger Evie event where her spellbook is stolen, and then go to 
her house to get it 

 

Dark bomb spell book: you get this spell book by defeating the 
Demoness 

 

Dark Nova spell book: You get this spell book by defeating the mindflyer, 
the numerous quests to do can be found here 



 

Charm spell book: reward from completing Selena second event, get 
her memento back 

 

Lightbeam book: continue to level up, and after the event where Avaloc 
and the elves come to the guild, go to the mystic tower, Avaloc will give 
you this spell 

 

Icerain book: bought in Eleth General Store 

 

Maelstorm book: bought in Eleth General Store 

 

Meteor shower book: bought in Eleth General Store 

  



 

Quest ítems 
Here will be listed all the key items, either to unlock doors, give to other 

NPCs or enable functions in the game, etc 

 

House Key: found in Agranor central plaza after you met Selena and 
returns there, you give this Item to Selena in the library, unlocks 
Selena house as travel location and will give you the Silver Allure 
Pendant 

 

Small wallet: lets you carry 300 coins can be bought in Southern 
District, the next wallet can be bought in the Southern District, after 
that it can be upgraded into the Big wallet in Morden’s Lab 

 

Magic Hourglass: it’s a key item it will let you pass the time, either by 
selecting the object or using the shortcut below the stamina bar, can 
be bought in Southern District 

 

Book of alchemy basic: will enable the alchemy function in the game, 
you can buy more recipes for new potions, it can be bought in  The 
alchemy and technique shop 

 

Auto Craft alchemy book: this will enable the function of autocraft 
the potions of your chose, to always have at least one, so long as you 
have the ingredients, it can be bought in  The alchemy and technique 
shop 

 

Equip Zoom Book: this will enable the zoom in the equipment menu, 
to zoom on Celica model, it can be bought in  The alchemy and 
technique shop 

 

Stone Slab: you get this item from Morden, when you encounter him 
in the plaza, this item is used in the fisherman to ‘repair’ his chair 

 

Alchemy Formula Book: there are multiple version of it, it can teach 
you to make the resist potions linked to the book, it can be bought in  
The alchemy and technique shop 

 

Light Crystal: one of the items required to fuse to make the Lantern 
in Morden’s lab, can be bought in The alchemy and technique shop 



 

Underwear Book: this book enables to show the underwear of Celica 
in the equipment menu, can be bought in The alchemy and 
technique shop 

 

Empty Lantern: one of the items required to fuse to make the 
Lantern in Morden’s Lab, dropped in the Palmtree Spot 

 

Fairy Dust: this is one of the quest items for the puppet to become 
available, gained from trading a plumberry to the fairy in the Fairy 
tree 

 

Stone Emblem:  You get this by trading the Fairy dust to Phineas, in 
the magic toy wonderland, this will unlock the Magma Mounds 
location 

 

Forsaken Emblem: you get this item after the events of rescuing 
Liam, and this one goes to the desert, going to the count mansion 
the maid will give you this item, this will unlock the forsaken keep 

 

Spirit Stone: with this stone you can see ghosts (Nel and pirate girl), it 
will also help you to possess Faylen in the future, bought in the pawn 
shop 

 

Dark Orb: this is a required material to make the demonic 
bra/panties in the tailor shop, you get this material by letting Violet 
have her way with you the first 2 times 

 

Selena´s memento: you get this item from the puppet, during Selena 
second event, get her Memento back, giving it back to Selena will 
give you the charm book 

 

Book of fusions: After the event of retrieving Selena´s memento, a 
dwarf will appear in the library, talk with him, then go to the toy 
maker to get it, after that return to the library with book in hand 

 

Demon egg Alpha: you will get this item while doing the demoness 
relationship events, you need to steal it from hq 

 

Succubus Ring: by doing Selena relationship quests, you will get 
access to the old harbor, where you will get this item,  



 

Sleep vial: during the event of the demoness to retrieve the demonic 
egg she will give you this item to make bert go to sleep, you have to 
fuse it with a cup of beer 

 

Beer cup?: you make this beer by fusing a beer with the sleep vial, 
you have to give it to Bert to retrieve the demonic egg, if you already 
gave Bert a beer cup then you have to wait a day  

 

Celestian Key: you get this item from Faylen, during the event in the 
Elven eleth enclave event and you finally enter the elves home, you 
use this item in the Celestian ruins to make the Ancient Pyramid 
location appear 

 

Dwarven Royal Crest: Once you have reached the Dirn kibhar 
Entrance, you need to attend another masquerade of the Count, you 
will meet the dwarf king who will give you this item, now go show it 
to the guard in the Dirn Kibhar entrence 

 

Magic Mirror: with this mirror when you are about to change 
locations or in the item menu you can select one of the different key 
locations to get teleported there, you get this item in the Treasure 
Cave, your second visit 

 

Inferno Globe: with this you can melt frozen doors, you obtain this 
item in the Lions temple, once you are on your way to the snowy 
haven, you can also check Glace relationship since this is an item 
required to meet her for the second time 

 

Mindflayer Ring: this is an equipment, but its only function so far is to 
wear it in the misty marsh for a chance of one of the enemies to turn 
white and continue with the mission to obtain the Dark Nova Spell, 
you obtain this item by defeating the warden as Faylen in the 
Darkgate prision 

 

Ability Reset: this is a book you get at the pawn shop, just like its 
name says it will reset all your allocated points for your spells, so you 
can distribute them again 

 

Cephrina’s Eye: this is an item to use, it summons Cephrina to your 
location, you can talk to her, ask her to take you to Elith or fight her, 
defeating her will give you lustians, you get this item by defeating 
Elith 

 

  



Equipment Items 
Here will be listed all the equipment items in the game, after 

‘mastering’ the items, you will be able to use the equipment effect 

without having to equip the item, also if you want to upgrade an 

Item you first have to master it to be able to upgrade it 

 

Silver allure pendant: increase Celica’s allure by 5 points, you get 
this item after giving Selena her home’s key, you can upgrade 
this item with the fuse master into the Gold Allure Pendant 

 

Potion Timer: A silver clock that extends resist potion duration, 
bought in the equipment shop, can be upgraded into the gold 
potion timer 

 

Silver Will Bracelet: Increases Celica willpower by 5, bought in 
the equipment shop, can be upgraded to the Gold Will Bracelet 

 

Silver Watch: Increases Celica speed by 5, the more speed, the 
higher the chances of starting first in the fight, bough in the 
equipment shop, can be upgraded into the Gold Watch 

 

Lucky cat: increase coins gained per battle by 20%, can be 
bought in Southern District, unlike other items you can’t master 
the skill of this one, can be upgraded into the gold Lucky cat 

 

Talisman of XP: increase the size of the xp bar letting you gain 
more xp the more you battle in a zone, can be bought in 
Southern District, this item can’t be upgraded 

 

Silver Dice: increase your luck by 5, can be bought in Southern 
District, this item can be upgraded into the Gold Dice 

 

Treasure Finder: bought in the equipment and accessories shop, 
with the treasure finder equipped, a new bar will appear while 
exploring, making it easier to get treasure chests, depending on 
the level of the treasure finder it will also display the remaining 
silver and gold chests, you should upgrade it as fast as possible 
into the Silver Treasure Finder 



 

Silver Arcane Ring: will give a stat modifier to arcane (attack 
power) of 5, bought in the equipment and accessories shop 

 

Battle Lens: enables the battle menu so you can see the enemy 
health bar in a numeric way, Galiene will give you this item by 
making various purchases at his brother’s store, alongside 
making her place available 

 

Battle Zoom Lens: zooms on Celica when she is being assaulted 
by the enemies, bought in the equipment and accessories shop 

 

Flee Feather: makes escaping more easily 

 

Freedom Broch: helps you break free from enemy hold 

 

Magic Lens: reveals information on enemies, displaying their 
element so you can select the most appropriate spell 

 

Mindflayer Ring: by equipping this ring and exploring the misty 
marsh there is a chance that one of the enemies turns into its 
white variant 

 

Silver Health Bangle: Restores some health after battle, can be 
upgraded in Morden lab 

 

Silver Health Necklace: Increases maximum health, can be 
upgraded in Morden’s Lab 

 

Silver Hourglass: reduces the cooldown of the spells, can be 
upgraded in Morden’s Lab 

 

Silver Magic Bangle: Restores magic after battle, can be 
upgraded in Morden’s Lab 



 

Silver Magic Necklace: Increases maximum magic, can be 
upgraded in Morden’s Lab 

 

SP Talisman: increase the size of the sp bar letting you gain more 
sp the more the enemies arouse you during a battle 

 
  



Relationship shop / wandering wagon of 
wonders 

As of version 65.008 a new shop was added to the game this shop 

in particular sells items to increase the relationship with the 

characters, instead of doing their increase relationship method, 

also you can buy the stones required to upgrade your wallet here, 

only one of them though, still the new stone for the wallet (if you 

didn’t purchase another of the previous ones) alongside the last 

Dwarven cogwheel can only be bought here (the Dwarven 

Cogwheel from the mistery box) 

Note: You can also buy the items from gold and silver chest (at 

random), from the mistery box, the price of the box indicates if it’s 

a rare item or not; you can only buy one of the stones for the 

wallet, otherwise you will have to try your luck with the mistery box 

or by exploring 

How to unlock 

After the events of rescuing Liam, and talk to him in the tavern 

(after he goes to the dessert), you just need to let a day pass (sleep) 

and then go to where you found Liam and the new shop will be 

there 

Also, this shop besides appearing in the mentioned location, it will 

also appear where you fought the queen bee when doing the 

Mindflyer quests 

Note:  the price for the affection objects is as n.0, if the character 

relationship is n.1 … and so on the price will be reduced, and it will 

not appear if the relationship level is n.9 

 



 

Items 

 

Demoness’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Evie’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Faylen’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Galiene’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Nel’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Glace’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Capt. Cere’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Selena’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Violet’s Affection: 495 coins 

 

Turquoise Stone: 330 coins 



 

Ruby Stone: 660 coins 

 

Topaz Stone: 2000 coins 

 

Bumpricot: 1000 coins 

 

Mistery Box: Random, if its expensive chances are that 
is a unique item, you will get the last Dwarven 
Cogwheel from here only, getting an ‘unique’ item will 
remove the chest from its respective drop location 

 
  



 

Locations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deepwood forest 

Drop list 

Normal chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb, Energy 

mushroom  

Silver chest: Greater Alchemite 

Gold Chest: Book Skillpoint x1 

Events 

-Galiene will gift you your first Health potion II and will tell you to 

get the alchemy book to craft potions 

-when you get molested for the first time, when you select explore 

Celica will comment how weird it is 

-you will fight your first ‘Boss’ here is a giant Slime that can spawn 

normal ones, Evie will help you to defeat it, need to be level 6 for it 

to spawn, before the battle there will be a prompt if you want to 



start it or not, so you can make potions if you want, after defeating 

it you will unlock the Fullblosom woods location 

-when the bandits steal a magic box, where Violet is sealed, you will 

need to come here to unlock the well 

-once you explore the scorching sands and triggered the event 

where you find Liam in the Celestian ancient ruins, going here will 

trigger the event to “meet” Faylen, you now need to go to HQ and 

you will be able to talk with Edgar (a new option will pop up when 

you want to talk to the captain), the sandine peninsula will be 

added to the map  



 

Fullblossom woods 

How to unlock 

Just continue with the story, and after beating the slime boss, you 

will be able to traverse here 

Just entering this location, you will get a message telling you about 

the ailment status, in here the enemies will inflict you with poison, 

is a good idea to prepare anti poison potions before exploring 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Blissful herb, Alchemite, Light Bloom 

-Silver: bottle x1, Greater Alchemite 

-Gold Chest: Gold nugget x3 

Events 

-after you get the quest to collect fairy dust, while exploring you 

will find a fairy (cutscene), you need to repeat this 3 times and you 

will find the Fairy Tree, in this new location you have to give the 

fairy a plumberry and she will give you the Fairy dust 

 

  



 

Palmtree Spot 

You get to this spot after the events of Nel, loosing against her 2 

times and then talk to her in the morning and trust her 

 

Drop list 

-Normal chest: Blissful herb, Alchemite, Banastar 

-Silver Chest: Skillpoint Book x1, Abilitypoint Book x1, Electric shard 

-Gold Chest: Gold Nugget x1, Empty Lantern 

Events 

-while exploring you will be able to trigger a cutscene where you 

will meet the fisherman, the fisherman’s Dock will be available 

 

  



 

Dimore Cave 

In this particular location you need to have the Lantern equipped to 

be able to explore it, the location is available after beating the slime 

boss, but you need to first craft the Lantern 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Greater Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Silver Ore 

-Gold Chest: Golden Nugget x3 

Events 

-while exploring you will eventually find a door where you need to 

put an item to enter a new area, for that you need the stone 

emblem 

 

  



 

Magma Mounds 

While exploring the Dimore Cave, you will end in a stone door 

where you need to use the Stone emblem to unlock this section 

 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Empty bottle x1, Fire Stone, Enchanted Thread x1 

-Gold Chest: Golden Nugget x2 

 

  



 

Dark Woods 

How to unlock 

Advancing through the story will have an event in HQ where you 

will meet the count, and will tell you about a demon, you will now 

have to team with Evie to search for clues, go to the Tavern and 

you will unlock the Traveler’s camp, talking with the guy will unlock 

the darkwoods 

 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissfull herb, Sleepless Rose 

-Silver Chest: Empty bottle x1, Bumpricot x3, Enchanted Thread x1, 

Windcone 

-Gold Chest: Golden Nugget x2 

Events 

-going here with Evie and after the first monster molest you, she 

will comment about it 

-exploring with evie will result in meeting the Demoness, after this 

event Evie relationship level will go to 1.0, the next day you must go 

to the guild to advance with the story, Liam will be introduced 

  



 

Spider Cave 

After the event where Liam is introduced, and being enough high 

level talk with Berth and this location will become available 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Bumpricot x3, Enchanted Thread x2 

-Gold Chest: Mithril x1, Gold Nugget x1 

 

  



 

Forsaken Keep 

-To enter this place you first need to have meet the demoness 

(story event where you party with Evie and meet her In the ancient 

ruins), in the next day going to HQ will trigger an event where you 

will meet Liam in the Ancient Ruins, now in the next day go to the 

Tavern to have a cutscene with Liam and the Count 

Now while exploring the Darkwoods you will have a chance to 

encounter the entrance, but you need to have gone to the count 

mansion first and talk with the maid, she will give you the Keep key 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Bumpricot x3 

-Golden Chest: Mithril x1 

Events 

-the first time you enter you will fight straight away demonea, 

unless you already learned the light magic, and have upgraded your 

equipment, and be a high enough level, you will not be able to beat 

her 

-when you unlock the fairlily lake and have attended multiple 

masquerades going to HQ will trigger an event that will take place 

here, for that you need Nel relationship be level 10, and already be 

able to possess both the puppet and Faylen, you will get an event in 

the guild that will automatically take you here, you will first meet 

Glace here, you cant win this fight 



 

 

Scorching Sands 

-Once you have meet Liam, and talked with him in the bar, he will 

go to this location, you must follow him here 

Note: in the event you will go to the mystic tower, so that location 

will also become available  

 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb  

-Silver Chest: Turqouise Stone (if you bought the stone from the 

relationship store, then you will get the Ruby stone, Topaz stone if 

you got the ruby from Emerline falls), Asayuh Silk x1, Cactube ∞ 

-Golden Chest: Mithril x1 

Events 

-While exploring you will catch up with Liam, that stumbled into the 

sundry celestian ruins and is attempting to unleash his sword full 

power 

  



 

Misty Marsh 

-As a requirement to enter this location, you first need to have 

explored the spider cave at least once, reach the milestone level, 

and go to the guild, where a cutscene with the elves will take place, 

after that talk with Bert and this location will be unlocked 

Drop list 

-Normal Chest: Spirell flower, Alchemite, Blissful herb, 

-Silver Chest: Elf sage x2 

-Gold Chest: Mithril x1 

Events 

-while exploring here you will be able to reach the “Eleth elven 

enclave” 

- when you start the quests to obtain the dark Nova spellbook, 

while exploring alone you will find Miriam again here (need to have 

meet Miriam in the Fairlily lake and get the Dwarf crest), you will 

have multiple fights ahead of you, its recommended that you are 

level 80, have the arcane ring fully upgraded and wear Violet in full 

body suit for the chance of a second attack 

  



 

Sundry Oasis 

To unlock you first have to explore the scorching sands and 

triggered the event where you meet Liam in the Celestian ruins, 

once you are high enough level, going to the guild will trigger an 

event where Celica Evie and Galiene will come to the ruins to see a 

defeated Liam, and his sword will be stolen, they chase the thieves 

to this location 

Drop List 

- Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Elf Sage x1, Empty Bottle x1 Asayuh Silk x1, cactube ∞ 

-Golden Chest: Mithril x1 

 

  



 

Ancient Pyramid 

How to unlock 

Once you entered the elves enclave and Faylen tells you that you 

are a Celestian she will give you the Celestian Key, just go to the 

Celestian ruins and use the key there 

Drop List: 

- Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Earth Pine, Greatest Alchemite ∞, Asayuh Silk x2 

-Golden Chest: Golden Nugget x1, Mithril x1 

 

  



 

Emerline Falls 

How to unlock 

-first you need to have unlocked the desert town fully; once you 

unlock the desert town gate, go there to start the event where the 

guy will kick you out, then unlock the pyramid and visit the 

celestian ruins during the day to unlock the desert town fully, and 

start the ghost ship mission (capt ceres relationship) 

-now you need to have seeing the event of the dwarf in the library, 

so you can meet him the celestian ruins, he will tell you of the 

dwarf town but you need to go here first 

Drop List 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Water Jewel, Ruby Stone, Topaz Stone (this one will 

replace the Ruby Stone if you bought the Ruby stone from the 

Relationship store) 

-Golden Chest: Solarite x1 

-events 

-for the event to trigger, you need to have talked with the guy in 

the mystic tower about Celica’s celestian origins, since you got to 

this location then Liam already got his sword back, now exploring 

alone will have a chance of triggering the event where Liam will 

‘join’ your party, unlocking the fairlily lake 

  



 

Fairlily Lake 

You unlock this location by exploring the Emerline Falls alone and 

triggering the event where Liam joins your party, continuing with 

the event you will meet Graham here 

Drop List 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Empty Bottle x1 

-Golden Chest: Solarite x1 

Events 

-while exploring here you will finally reach the dwarf’s gate, but the 

guy will not let you pass 

-once the previous event has been completed then going back here 

will trigger another event, where you will discover the Fairlily Ruins, 

and a fight will take place with a queen bee enemy, and this will be 

the start of a series of events to get the dark nova spell book 

 

  



 

Dirn Kibhar Mine 

How to Unlock 

for this place you need to have unlocked the dwarves city, (getting 

the king crest in the masquerade), just entering in the new location 

open the map and it will be unlocked 

Drop List 

-Normal Chest: Plumberry, Greater Alchemite, Blissful herb 

-Silver Chest: Greatest Alchemite ∞, Dwarven cogwheel x3 

-Golden Chest: Mithril x1, Solarite x1 

Events 

-While exploring the cave you have a chance to trigger an event 

where you will find a robot boy (rusty) in trouble, a fight will take 

place and new locations in the dwarfs kingdom will become 

available, and an event of time travel will take place, you can see 

the result in the game  



 

 

Southern District (Pawn shop) 

This is a shop, various items and story related items will be bought 

here 

If you sell one of your potions, you can buy back the bottle here 

Item list 

 

Small Wallet: 96 coins 

 

Magic Hourglass: 300 coins 

 

Lucky cat: 240 coins 

 

Talisman of XP: 300 coins 

 

Silver Dice: 116 coins 

 

Wallet: 300 coins 



 

Spirit stone: 30 coins 

 

Ability reset: 998 coins 

 

  



 

Alchemy and Technique shop 

Here you will buy all the items related to alchemy, at first you will 

only have the Book and a bottle available, advancing in the game 

and creating potions will enable new books to be available for 

purchase 

 

Book of alchemy: 10 coins 

 

Bottle: 80 coins 

 

Underwear book: 69 coins 

 

Light Crystal: 64 coins 

 

Alchemy Formula book: 30 coins each recipe (anti-
paralysis, anti-sleep, anti-poison), after slime boss  

 

Auto craft alchemy book: 32 coins 



 

Equip Zoom Book: 50 coins 

 

Intermediate Alchemy: 72 coins 

 

Alchemy Formula book (greater alchemite): 73 coins 

 

 

  



 

 

Red Phoenix guild HQ 

In here you will find Bert, everytime you hit a milestone of level, he 

will tell you of a new location, you need to investigate the new 

place and reach another milestone level to unlock a new location, 

most of the story events will take place here 

-when you explore the Deepwood forest for the first time, talking 

with Bert again will unlock the Tavern, this Tavern will help you as a 

guide for events Available to you at the moment 

-after the previous event, when you come back here the next day 

you will trigger an event where Bert will tell Evie to take us to the 

Spells and Magic Shop 

-reaching level 9, and talking with Bert will assign us to help Evie in 

dealing with a ghost (Nel), in the Abandoned House  

 

  



 

 

 

Main Eastern Gate 

-At the start of the game you have to come here to be able to go 

monster hunting 

-coming here after the first or second day will trigger an event 

where you will meet Lucan, enabling a new location, Grocery shop, 

to buy ingredients to make potions 

-later in the game you will recover Evie Magic spell in this location 

 

  



 

Old harbor district – Tavern 

Now this is one of the most frequented places you will find 

yourself, in here you can talk to the barkeeper to get hints of 

events, some events are random though so you will need to visit 

the place numerous times to trigger it, here are some of the things 

that you can do, it will also tell you the level milestone you need to 

reach to trigger an event in the guild HQ 

Unlock conditions 

Just explore and battle at least once in the deepwood forest, then 

talk with Bert at the guild HQ 

-get hints of events available to you 

-get food, it will replenish your HP and MP 

-buy beer, this is later in the game and helps you raise Bert 

relationship 

-go upstairs, when you release the petrified hero, he will be here 

for some time 

 

  



 

Agranor central plaza 

In this location will occur multiple events (either when you come to 

this place or by transition of an event 

-after you first unlock the Tavern and in the next day you go here 

you will meet Selena, she is looking for a Key (the key to her house), 

select that you will help her find her key and you will unlock the 

library location, going to another location and then coming back 

here will give you the House key 

-after defeating the Slime boss and in the next day coming here you 

will find Morden, the guy from the Order of Mages, you need to 

have the alluren pendant equipped, after some small talk a new 

location, Morden’s Lab will be unlocked, and will give you the key 

item Stone Lab 

-When you unlock the magic town wonderland location (and being 

at least level 8) you can find a black cat with a shoe here, this event 

will trigger at random you need to give a fish to the cat to get the 

shoe 

- the tailor shop guy will appear here; he will comment about your 

clothes and the tailor shop will be unlocked 

  



 

Spells and Magic Shop 

This location is unlocked when you reach level 4, you need to go to 

the HQ for the event to trigger where Evie will take you to this shop 

 

Book of rocksmash: 100 coins 

 

Book of Tornado: 100 coins 

 

Book of Thunderbolt: 100 coins 

 

Book of Iceburst: 100 coins 

 

Book of bubbleblast: 100 coins, after beating the slime 
boss 

 

Book of fireball: 100 coins, after beating the slime boss 

 

  



 

Accessories and equipment shop 

Here you will be buying almost all of your equipment, the first 

batch of equipment is unlocked from the beginning, after starting 

the relationship with Nel more items will be added to it 

 

Potion Timer: 45 coins 

 

Silver Will Bracelet: 50 coins 

 

Silver Watch: 60 coins 

 

Silver Arcane Ring: 90 coins 

 

Treasure Finder: 100 coins 



 

Silver Hourglass: 80 coins 

 

Battle zoom lens: 30 coins 

 

Silver Health necklace: 72 coins, after beating slime 
boss 

 

Silver Magic necklace: 72 coins 

 

Feather of Flee: 30 coins 

 

Magic Lens: 40 coins 

 

Wristband of focus: 110 coins 

 

Talisman of SP: 50 coins 

 

Silver Health Bangle: 131 coins 

 

Silver Magic Bangle: 131 coins 

 

Freedom Broch: 240 coins 



 

Travelers Talisman: 320 coins 

  



 

Lucoan Grocery shop 

In this place you can purchase the basic items to make potions, the 

items will become available once you have obtained the item at 

least once 

-making various purchases and visiting the shop again will trigger an 

event where Galiene will come see her brother, making possible to 

travel to a new location, Galiene place, and will give you an 

equipment item, the Battle Lens 

 

  



 

Morden Lab 

This location is unlocked after you met Morden in the plaza (after 

beating the slime boss, and have the allure pendant or its skill), and 

gives you the Stone Slab, in the game you will upgrade your items 

here, the upgrades are available after you get your first items to 

fuse,  

- you can’t upgrade equipment which skill you have not mastered 

yet 

-for the items with stats modifiers the upgrades in the stats will 

be 10,15 and 20 

 

Silver Treasure Finder: Silver Ore + Treasure Finder 

 

Gold Allure Pendant: Gold Nugget + Silver Allure Pendant 

 

Gold Will Bracelet: Gold Nugget + Silver Will Bracelet 

 

Gold Hourglass: Gold Nugget + Silver Hourglass 

 

Gold Arcane Ring: Gold Nugget + Silver Arcane Ring 



 

Gold Watch: Gold Nugget + Silver Watch 

 

Gold Dice: Gold Nugget + Silver Dice 

 

Fortunate Cat: Gold Nugget + Lucky Cat 

 

Gold Health Necklace: Gold Nugget + Silver Health Necklace 

 

Gold Magic Necklace: Gold Nugget + Silver Magic Necklace 

 

Gold Treasure Finder: Gold Nugget + Silver Treasure Finder 

 

Gold Health Bangle: Gold Nugget + Silver Health Bangle 

 

Gold Magic Bangle: Gold Nugget + Silver Magic Bangle 

 

Potion Timer Plus: Gold Nugget + Potion Timer 

 

Mithril Will Bracelet: Mithril + Gold Will Bracelet 

 

Mithril Hourglass: Mithril + Gold Hourglass 

 

Mithril Arcane Ring: Mithril + Gold Arcane Ring 



 

Mithril Watch: Mithril + Gold Watch 

 

Mithril Allure Pendant: Mithril + Gold Allure Pendant 

 

Mithril Dice: Mithril + Gold Dice 

 

Mithril Treasure Finder: Mithril + Gold Treasure Finder 

 

Solarite Arcane Ring: Solarite + Mithril Arcane Ring 

 

Solarite Allure Pendant: Solarite + Mithril Allure Pendant 

 

Solarite Dice: Solarite + Mithril Dice 

 

Solarite Hourglass: Solarite + Mithril Hourglass 

 

Solarite Watch: Solarite + Mithril Watch 

 

Solarite Will Bracelet: Mithril + Mithril Will Bracelet 

 

Lantern: Empty Lantern + Light Crystal 



 

Beer Cup?: Sleep Vial + Beer Cup 

 

Big Wallet: Turquoise Stone + Wallet 

 

Huge Wallet: Ruby Stone + Big Wallet 

 

Enormous wallet: Huge Wallet + Topaz Stone 

 

 

  



 

Tailor Shop 

The tailor shop is unlocked as early as you explore the deepwod 

forest, Galiene gifts you the first potion, and you start mastering 

your equipment, after that just go to the plaza to meet him 

When you meet the tailor guy in the plaza he will comment about 

your clothes and this place will become available, in here you can 

get most of Celica’s clothes, for that you will need money, 5 pieces 

of Greater alchemite, and a respective drop item to make a single 

piece of clothe 

 

Demonic Bra: 250 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Dark orb 

 

Demonic Panties: 250 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Dark orb 

 

Witch Boots: 250 coins, 5 greater alchemite, enchanted thread 

 

Witch Skirt: 250 coins, 5 greater alchemite, enchanted thread 

 

Witch Hat: 250 coins, 5 greater alchemite, enchanted thread 



 

Witch Top: 250 coins, 5 greater alchemite, enchanted thread 

 

Belly dance leggings: 300 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Asayuh silk 

 

Belly dance shoes: 300 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Asayuh silk 

 

Belly dance top: 300 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Asayuh silk 

 

Belly dance face veil: 300 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Asayuh silk 

 

Elven Boots: 200 coins, 5 greater alchemite, elf sage 

 

Elven Skirt: 200 coins, 5 greater alchemite, elf sage 

 

Elven Vest: 200 coins, 5 greater alchemite, elf sage 

 

Steampunk Boots: 350 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Dwarven Cogwheel 

 

Steampunk Leggings: 350 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Dwarven 
Cogwheel 

 

Steampunk Top: 350 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Dwarven Cogwheel 



 

Steampunk Goggles: 350 coins, 5 greater alchemite, Dwarven 
Cogwheel 

  



 

Magic Toy Wonderland 

This place is unlocked when you had explored the Fullblossom 

woods, and visited the guild HQ for the event to trigger 

-the first quest you get from Phineas is to collect fairy dust, in 

Fullblossom woods a fairy will appear you have to chase it, repeat 

this 3 times, and you will unlock the Fairy tree, here you will have 

to give the Fairy a plumberry and she will give you the fairy dust 

-Once you give the Fairy dust, Phineas will give you the Stone 

Emblem, key item to unlock the Magma Mounds location 

-once you unlock the beach, you can complete the quest of 

retrieving the shoe from the cat in the central plaza (give stone 

tablet to grumpy old guy, you get a fish, give fish to the cat, you get 

the shoe, and now give the shoe to the toy maker) 

-after previous event going in the night will trigger the event where 

you meet the puppet 

  



 

Abandoned House 

-you unlock this location by reaching level 9 and talking with Bert, 

you will be assisting Evie in dealing with a ghost (Nel) here 

-Traveling to this location at 12:00 am will trigger the event to 

‘meet’ Nel, but you cant see her (need the spirit stone) 

-if you go here again after ‘meeting’ Nel from the previous event, 

without the spirit stone, you will have another animation, where 

Celica tries to attack Nel, without effect and will run away again 

-going here the next day in the morning you tell Evie you saw the 

Ghost, she will tell you to get a Spirit Stone, and her house will 

become available, she will try to give you her Spirit Stone but it has 

been robbed, you will get the Spirit Stone in the pawn shop 

-now going here with the spirit stone equipped you will be able to 

face Nel, for story progression purpose you need to ‘loose’ 2 times 

 

  



 

Eleth elven enclave 

Unlock conditions 

You need to explore the Misty Marsh, with that you have a chance 

that Celica will find the hidden path 

Events 

-you first need to have unlocked the ancient celestian ruins, have 

triggered the event where you “meet” Faylen, and finally have 

Edgar join in the discussion in the lighthouse you will be delegated 

as the person to talk with the elves, but you need to make the guy 

let you pass… just keep selecting talk with him, his dialogue will 

change until Faylen comes for you, she will use her staff on you and 

will discover that you are a celestian… after that she will give you 

the Celestian Key 

-after the event just go to the Elet general shop and then return to 

Eleth house to trigger the next story event 

 

  



 

Eleth General Store 

Once you finally enter the elves’ home this location will be 

available, you can buy new spells and alchemy books here 

 

advanced alchemy book: 998 coins 

 

Icerain book: 850 coins + ice flake + water jewel 

 

Maelstorm book: 850 coins + Wind cone + Electric 
Shard 

 

Meteor shower book: 850 coins + Fire stone + Earth 
pine 

 

 

  



 

Dirn Kibar entrance 

You get to this location by exploring the Fairlily lake, just getting to 

the gate the Guard will not let you in, by this point you have already 

attended multiple Masqueredes now you must return to attend 

another one 

-after getting the Dwarven Royal Crest in the Masquerade, you 

need to show it to the guard to be able to enter the Dwarves 

kingdom 

 

  



 

Blacksand cave / treasure cave 

You will discover this location when starting captian Ceres 

relationship the pirate ghost will take you here 

Events 

-having Galiene in your party visiting here will trigger an event 

where the cave will be unlocked and you will continue with Captian 

Ceres relationship 

-visiting here again after previous event will allow you to get the 

Magic Mirror 

-when you advance with Captain Ceres story a pirate ghost will be 

here, bring Faylen here for a new event 

 

  



 

Sweetway Bakery 

You need to explore the Dirn Kibar mine at least once, in the plaza a 

new event will be waiting for you where you will go to this place, in 

here the items they sold (as of right now) is to remove curses or 

anormal states of Celica 

Note: unlike other stores, in here you can only buy one item at a 

time, also if you use one of the items you need to go to your house 

and sleep for the item to become available again 

 

Mind Cookie: 100 coins, removes the Mindflayer state 
from Celica, (don’t know what does this status effects 
do though) 

 

Soul Cookie: 100 coins, clears the progress bar for Glace 
to take over when you are wearing her 

 

 

  



 

Galgatin’s lab 

For this location to become available you need to have explored 

the Dirn Kibhar Mine, and have triggered its event, where you will 

meet Rusty 

Events 

In here you will see multiple events, the first one is Rusty and 

Galgatin attempt to time travel 

For the events to occur almost all of them you need to have 

triggered them, and then go back to sleep 

-here you will see 2 events regarding Celica’s past with Elith, those 

are necessary for her relationship to start 

-if your relationship with Nel is high level (above 10 if you 

completed the requirements to start Elith relationship), you will see 

multiple events regarding Nel’s past 

  



Special Quests 
Here will be listed different quests to get a special item or spell, 

some of them need you to advance in a relationship and story for 

the different quests to become available 

Note: if an item is obtained because a relationship milestone or 

event was reached it will not be listed here 

Get the Darknova spellbook 

For this particular spell you will be seeing a mercenary/hunter 

(Miriam) while exploring the Fairlily lake, will fight different bosses 

and need to have advanced in your relationships, Nel and Faylen 

1.- First when exploring the Fairlily lake and have triggered the 

events of reaching the Dirn Kibar entrance, exploring again you will 

hear fighting and get to a new location meeting the 

mercenary/hunter and you will fight a queen bee 

2.- you need to get the dwarf crest in the masquerade and have let 

a day pass 

3.- go to the misty marsh for a new event to trigger where you will 

meet Miriam again, you will fight some of the monsters there, after 

that you will find a new variant (a white one), its recommended 

that for the fight against the white one you upgrade the arcane ring 

to the Solarite arcane ring, if possible be level cap (80) and have 

violet in full body suit for the chance of a second attack 

4.- after the fight you will arrive at the darkgate prision, where you 

will meet the warden 

5.- now for the next step you need to have reached Nel relationship 

level 10.9, be able to possess Faylen and have reached her 

relationship to level 1 for the skill staff of reveal to be available, 



return to the Darkgate prision, and use Faylen skill on the warden 

to reveal its true form, and a new fight to start, its recommended 

that you have Faylen at max level (20) and have some health 

potions in hand 

The enemy will turn invisible so you need to use the staff of reveal 

skill on him, the enemy is weak to holy attacks 

Once you defeat him you will get the Mindflayer ring 

6.- now go back to Celica’s body and equip the Mindflayer ring and 

go explore the misty marsh, there is a chance that one of the 

enemies will turn into a white variant 

7.- eliminate the other enemies but let the white one attach itself 

to you, unlike with the relationship character fights you can’t give 

up, so it will take a while 

Note: before going to explore to the misty marsh make sure to 

have bought the Mind Cookie, make anti-sleep and anti-confusion 

potions, have the potion plus skill activated and the break free skill, 

and just in case make health and magic potions, also if you are 

using Violet change it for an outfit that its effects could help you in 

the fight, the steampunk outfit is a nice option because of its HP 

regeneration skill 

8.- now the enemy will take you to the Mindflayer, for this fight you 

will be naked, but the effects of the clothes you selected will 

remain, break free and use the potions to gain resistance 

This is a hard fight but with this you should be okay, make sure to 

defeat the variant enemy first 

When you are done the enemy will once again run away, but you 

will obtain the Dark Nova Spell  



 

 

Mimic Chests 

The mimic chests are special enemies that appear after you visit the 

forsaken keep, this is a special kind of enemy because its power its 

fixed at your current party total power, meaning that if you are high 

level but your teammates don’t, then your teammates aren’t going 

to make much damage at all, still they give a lot of XP and SP 

Where do they appear 

They don’t have a specific location and can instead appear in all the 

exploration locations, still, Celica’s luck status, and how many days 

had passed since your last encountered one will affect how likely is 

for them to appear, also while Nel is possessing Celica to explore 

different locations, the Mimic will never appear 

Dropped items 

The Mimic will drop cursed items, always, until the current game 

version has no more cursed items, and in its place will drop lustians 

 

Cursed Health Regen Ring: regenerates enemy health, 
every turn  



 

Cursed Magic Regen Ring: regenerates enemy Magic, 
every turn 

 

Cursed Skull Ring: increases all enemies levels, so they 
will always be stronger than you 

 

Cursed Talisman: the time and energy it takes to go to 
different places increases 

 

Cursed watch: increases the enemies speed 

 

Ring of lust: when aroused by the enemies the bar 
increases more quickly 

 

Lustian: with this item you can create lust potions, 
wich increases the lust levels of Celica 

 

  



 

Characters Relationships 
Throughout the game you will find different characters that you can 

build a relationship, some of them are strictly story related and you 

won’t be able to improve them, except from the main story, from 

the others you can improve them through various actions, or even 

be dependent on another character 

Some of these characters offer a feature to the game 

Some events will be marked as Hidden this because you don’t need 

to trigger them to advance with the relationship, those events will 

become available once you reached a certain relationship level with 

another character 

On the other hand, if you need to advance with another 

relationship to advance with a character, it will say as so 

As of Version 65.008 you can buy affection items from the 

relationship shop / wandering wagon of wonders, these affection 

items will instantly fill the bar to your current threshold with the 

character (Example, Nel relationship from 4.0 will go to 4.9, that is 

her current limit until you trigger the corresponding event to go 

from 4.9 to 5.0) 

 

  



 

Nel (Ghost girl) 

Meeting conditions 

When you get the mission to assist Evie in dealing with a Ghost in 

the Abandoned House (level 9 required), you have to come to this 

place at 12:00 am (midnight), for that you need to be able to create 

potions, and drink an energy potion so you can stay awake 

Now after Celica get her scare, you talk with Evie the next day, her 

house will be unlocked as travel location, and you have to buy the 

spirit stone in the pawn shop, after that you need to go to the 

Abandoned House with the Spirit stone equipped 

Enemy drop 

You don’t gain anything by defeating Nel 

 

 



Perks 

With Nel you can have her possess you and grind for you (getting 

levels, items, etc), also if you advance Evie and Ceres relationship, 

she can take them with her to explore, effectively leveling up both 

Ceres (Galiene) and Evie 

Events with other characters 

So far Nel has events with Violet, Evie, Capt. Ceres (Galiene 

possessed), Faylen, and Glace 

Increase relationship method 

Let her possess you to grind for yourself 

Buy her relationship item from the wandering wagon of wonders 

Relationship levels 

0 - 1: in your first encounter you need to choose the option give up, 

this will rise her relationship to level 1 

1 - 1.9: in your second encounter also chose to give up, a new event 

will play and she will unpossessed you in the central plaza, now in 

the next day go to the abandoned house in the morning, talk with 

Nel and chose yes 

1.9 - 2: return home without the spirit stone equipped, and you will 

meet Nel, talk with her, it doesn’t matter which option you chose, 

she will possess you and masturbate, you will gain the dildo 

2 – 2.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

2.9 – 3: ignore her for some days, and then an event will trigger 

after you go to sleep 

3 – 3.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 



3.9: go talk with Nel in the abandoned house, select the new option 

of …, then select why don’t you come to my place, now Nel will be 

living in your house and you can call for her to possess you 

3.9 - 4.2: just go to sleep and Nel will use your body to masturbate 

first thing in the morning 

Note: once reached this point and going to the guild will have an 

event where Nel possess Celica and will give Bert a cup of beer, this 

is important to continue with the Demoness/Demonea/Mistress 

relationship, and increase Bert relationship 

4.2 – 4.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

4.9 – 5: you must return home early, simple go to another location 

like the fortune teller and then go back to the house, now from the 

options select “my body is not mine alone it belongs to the both of 

us”, she will force possess you and then go exploring 

5 – 5.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

5.9 – 6: asking her again to let her take control a new conversation 

will ensue where Celica will notice that her body feels stronger, and 

you will get a little of story from Nel’s past, after that she will go 

exploring again 

By this point you are now able to ask her where you want her to 

take you to explore 

6 – 6.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

6.9 – 7: you need to have money saved on yourself before going to 

sleep, just to be on the safe side always upgrade the wallet to your 

max available capacity, you will wake up to find nel getting ready to 

go out, select to go back to sleep and let her do whatever she 

wants, you will get the Jammie top at the end of the event 



7 – 7.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

7.9 – 8: have some money saved, like last time but now Celica spirit 

will stay in the house, she will come back with the Pink Briefs 

equipped alongside the Jammie top that bought in the previous 

event 

At this point it was discussed in the event to talk with a spirit 

medium so go with the fortune teller and the tree beach house will 

be unlocked, go here now, it’s located to the left of the palmtree 

spot 

Talking with the elf lady will unlock the ability to call Nel on any 

location, not just Celica’s House, she will take the spirit stone for 

the moment 

8 – 8.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

8.9 – 9: first if you have already started Ceres relationship before 

reaching this point and Galiene is still possessed, then ask Ceres to 

give you Galiene back, now go back to sleep 

You will be out of your body again, and the event will take place of 

Celica seeing how is to be a ghost (Galiene will take notice of Celica 

spirit) 

Celica will not be able to get inside her body, you will visit the dark 

elf lady again, get your body back and the spirit stone 

9 – 9.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar 

Note: from this point onwards, there is a chance that when Nel 

appears to take Celica’s body, the spirit training will begin 

If you ask nel to take over the next spirit training lesson will begin, 

just a small cutscene 



9.9 – 10: first Galiene must not be possessed for this event to occur, 

and also the spirit trainings must have occurred, now go to sleep 

and Celica will wake up to find that her body is gone, and she will 

find herself inside of the puppet, named Candy 

From this point on you can ask Nel to help you spirit training, she 

will eject your spirit and you can go possess Candy (the puppet) 

10 – 10.9: let Nel possess you, multiple times until you fill the bar, 

or go possess Candy and then go to you house, talk with Nel and 

they will make out, both of them work 

Her bar does not go beyond this point but there are multiple events 

with Nel once this point is reached 

Now you should go possess Candy and train in that body 

Go to the toy wonderland, talk with the guy and the option to go 

see the mannequin (Candy) will appear, select yes and you will be 

Infront of Candy, now select the skill to possess her and you will be 

in candy’s body 

you will be level 1 again so go to the deepwood forest to train, once 

you have leveled up enough a new relationship will start 

  



 

Violet 

Meeting conditions 

For Violet you need to have finished getting rid of the ghost in the 

abandoned house (Nel relationship level 1 or more, specifically that 

Nel informs that Celica already got rid of the ghost) 

exploring the palmtree spot until you meet the fisherman 

return to the main gate to trigger Evie event where her spellbook is 

stolen, and then go to her house to get it 

go to Morden’s lab to trigger the event where the thieves stole 

Morden cursed box 

go to the Deepwood Forest to trigger an event to unlock the Old 

well location 



travel to this new location and you are done 

Enemy drop 

You don’t get anything by defeating Violet, on the other hand, the 

first 2 times she makes you climax she will leave behind a dark orb 

Perks 

By reaching at least level 3 in her relationship you will get the slime 

suit, this is an armor for Celica, and an extra magic bar, getting her 

relationship to level 5 will get you a new version where Celica gains 

the chance of making a second attack, performed by Violet 

Events with other Characters: 

Nel has an event that requires Violet relationship to be at least level 

3 to trigger, same with the demoness 

Increase relationship method 

Let her win the fights against her, and when you get her as a slime 

suit, fight monster while you are wearing her 

Buy her relationship item from the wandering wagon of wonders 

Relationship levels 

0 – 0.9: let her win 2 battles against her 

0.9 – 1: let her win a 3th time and an event will trigger where the 

guards will come to investigate and Violet will hide you in the well 

while playing with you 

1 – 1.9: let her win the fights against you, 2 fights needed 

1.9 – 2: fight against her in the morning and loose, and this time 

when the animation ends you will still be wearing her, and you will 

take her to a tour in town, this takes all day (if your relationship 



with Nel is high enough then she will appear briefly when you leave 

Celica’s house in the cutscene) 

2 – 2.1: talk to her, a different conversation will ensue  

2.1 – 2.9: let her win the fights against you 

2.9 – 3: go to the old well and an event will trigger where she can 

do magic, now she will force you to wear her, gaining the slime suit 

Hidden event: once this point is reached if you had advanced Nel 

relationship to the point where she says that you should let her 

take care of your relationships, (the event with Evie where she 

starts kissing her, more specifically level 6 relationship), then going 

to your house and removing Violet before going to bed will have an 

event where Nel will take control and go get Violet for an event in 

the forest, you will wake up the next day with Violet already 

equipped 

This event is declared as hidden because you don’t need to trigger 

that event to continue with Violet relationship, neither Nel 

relationship 

3 - 3.9: either remove her and let her win again, rinse and repeat, 

or fight monsters while wearing Violet 

3.9 – 4: for this you need to complete Selena’s event, get her 

memento back, she will reward you with the charm spell, learn it, if 

you have violet equipped remove her, then travel the map until her 

icon is displayed again and then visit her, she will charm you and 

use you for magic, and that’s the event 

4 – 4.9: either remove her and let her win again, rinse and repeat, 

or fight monsters while wearing Violet 



4.9 – 5: first remove her, and then travel the map until her icon 

appears and visit her, now you got the full body slime suit, now 

Violet can execute an attack when you battle enemies 

5 – 5.9: either remove her and let her win again, rinse and repeat, 

or fight monsters while wearing Violet 

5.9 – 6: again, remove her, travel the map until her icon appears on 

the old well, visit her while wearing the starting clothes, a new 

option when talking to her will appear, select it and an event will 

take place where Morden will chase you to the docks, where Violet 

will take the form of panties, now you have obtained the slime 

panties 

6 – 6.9: either remove her and let her win again, rinse and repeat, 

or fight monsters while wearing Violet 

As of version 0.65.010 this is as far as her relationship goes 

 

  



 

Demoness/Demonea/Mistress 

Meeting conditions 

You have to advance the story until the point where you go 

exploring with Evie for demons in the darkwoods, now while 

exploring you will unlock the ancient ruins, where you will ‘meet’ 

her 

The next day you should go to hq for an event to trigger, where you 

will go here and meet Liam, after that talking with bert will unlock 

the spider cave 

In the next day you must go to the Count mansion and talk with the 

maid, she will give you the keep key, now go to the tavern to trigger 



an event with Liam and the count, now you can trigger the event to 

unlock the forsaken keep while exploring the dark woods 

Just entering will have an event fight with the Demoness 

Enemy drop 

Defeating her will give you the dark magic spell book, to be able to 

win you should at least be level 50 or higher, have the light spell, 

upgrade your equipment to make good damage, don’t have any 

allure at all, and if possible, have violet equipped for the chance of 

double attack and more health 

Perks 

This character doesn’t give any perks to Celica, as of right now 

Events with other Characters: 

She has an event with Violet, if you let her wear her for some days 

the next time you visit, she will use Violet to fuck Celica 

Increase relationship method: 

When you sign the contract talking with her will have a mini event 

where she uses Celica to please her, also if you fight with her and 

loose that will also increase her relationship, be warned that in the 

last method will use the remainder of the day 

Buy her relationship item from the wandering wagon of wonders 

Relationship levels: 

0 – 0.4: the first time you visit the forsaken keep will throw you at 

her, losing the fight by pleasure will increase her relationship 



0.4 – 0.9: now while exploring the forsaken keep, you can trigger an 

event where you enter her room (new location), losing against her 

will increase her relationship 

0.9 – 1: come here, talk with her and lose again, will trigger an 

event where she spanks you, will trigger the event where Celica 

pleasures her and will pass another day 

1 – 1.9: continue to lose against her, for Celica to pleasure her 

1.9 – 2: now here for this part it can happen in 2 ways, if she 

doesn’t have Violet she will try to give you a ‘rare stone’ in 

exchange that you sign the contract, on the other hand if she stole 

Violet from you, then she will force you to sign the contract in 

exchange for Violet, either way to continue with her relationship 

(and get Violet back in the latter case) you need to sign the 

contract, you will get the talking stone 

2: going the next day and talking with her will have you doing 

whatever she says, from this point you can ask the fortune teller for 

relationship advices 

Hidden Event: If your relationship with Violet is to the point where 

you can wear her, from this point on, regardless if you signed the 

contract to get Violet back or get the rare stone, now you have to 

let her wear Violet for some days (she defeats you by making Celica 

cum while still wearing Violet), 2 or 3 days, after that going back 

with her will trigger the event, where she uses Violet to fuck Celica 

Hidden Event: if you already meet Selena in the dreamworld and 

got her true name, a new option will appear where you call her by 

her true name, and then she will force Celica to call her Mistress 

from now on 

2 – 2.9: talk with her and have Celica please her 



2.9 – 3: Now for this event to trigger you need to continue the story 

to the point where the order of mages visits the guild (after you 

explore the misty marsh and be high enough level), and you 

advanced your relationship with Nel to the point where you can 

give Bert beer (relationship level 4.2, and have visited the guild for 

Nel to take over and give beer), now while exploring the town alone 

will have a chance of the event to trigger where the talking stone 

will make Celica visit the Demoness, she will tell you to go get her a 

demonic egg that is in the guild 

She will give you a sleeping vial 

Fuse this with a cup of beer and give it to Bert, now you got the 

demonic egg, return to the demoness and talk to her select the 

option …, an event will take place (during this event her 

relationship level will improve drastically) 

3 – 3.9: talk with her and have Celica please her 

3.9 – 4: going to sleep will trigger an even where the talking stone 

will wake up Celica, summoning her to the demoness bed chambers 

4 – 4.9: talk with her and have Celica please her 

4.9 – 5: to get to level 5 you need to first continue the story until 

you unlock the fairylike forest, after that a masquerade in the count 

mansion will be held, first time you will see a cutscene with Edgar, 

after the first masquerade, going back here and asking about the 

masquerade will trigger the event where you will meet her here, 

after that in the next day visit her in the tower and you will get level 

5 

5- 5.9: talk with her and have Celica please her 



As of version 0.65.010 those are all the events for the Demoness, 

with her cap being 5.9 

 

  



 

Evie 

Meeting conditions 

You meet Evie at the very start of the game, and she will help you 

as a teammate and give you a spell book, her relationship starts as 

story dependent (rises by itself) but after meeting the Demoness, 

you will have to increase her relationship on your own 

Enemy Drop 

You can’t fight against Evie 

Perks 

She will become an Ally, helping Celica while exploring to fight 

monsters, you need to have her around so she will level up, her cap 

level is 80 

 



Events with other Characters 

Nel will help you to make her your girlfriend, so her events are tied 

to Nel relationship 

Increase relationship method 

Once you finish the event of meeting the Demoness for the first 

time, the event where you met her in the ruins and where unable 

to use magic, you can go to her house and ask her to go monster 

hunting, fighting monsters increase her relationship 

Buy her relationship item from the wandering wagon of wonders 

Relationship Levels: 

0 – 1: Its story dependant by the time you meet the Demoness in 

the ruins it will be already level 1 

1 – 1.9: go to her house and have her monster hunting until it 

reachs the cap 

1.9 – 2: for this you need to have Nel relationship be level 6, going 

to Evie’s house will trigger an event where Nel will possess Celica 

and have a talk with Evie 

2 – 2.9: go to her house and have her monster hunting 

2.9 – 3: let Nel possess you and an event will occur where Evie visits 

the guild and Nel gives points on how to declare herself to Edgar, 

just for a misunderstanding to occur 

Now visit the guild the next day, and a new event will take place 

3 – 3.9: you can either go monster hunting with her or have Nel 

possess you for an event to occur at Evie’s house, that will 

skyrocket her relationship to level 4.5 (you will also increase Nel 

relationship at the same time) 



4.5- 5.9: if you already reached Nel level 7 relationship when you 

try to leave your house in the morning, she will possess you and will 

go to Evie house for a new event to occur 

5.9 – 6.9: just let a day pass and call Nel again to possess you, now 

her final event Lesbian sex will start 

As of version 0.65.010 this is the max level you can reach with Evie  

 

  



 

Galiene 

Meeting conditions 

You will be seeing her as you start the game, but her relationship 

will start, once you make enough purchases at her brother’s store, 

where an event will take place and you will go to her location, and 

will gift you the battle lens item 

Enemy Drop 

You can’t ‘fight’ Galiene so she doesn’t have a drop 

Perks 

She will become an Ally, helping Celica while exploring to fight 

monsters, you need to have her around so she will level up, her cap 

level is 80 



Events with other Characters 

When you meet Captain Ceres, and start her relationship, her 

relationship will be heavily involved with her 

Increase relationship method 

Once you advance with the story and can have her as an ally you 

will be able to increase her relationship by battling together 

Buy her relationship item from the wandering wagon of wonders  

Relationship Levels: 

0 – 1: once you make enough purchases at her brother’s store and 

you trigger the ‘meeting’ event, her starting relationship will be 1  

1 – 1.9: once you can add her as a teammate just bringing her along 

to fight enemies will rise her level 

1.9 – 2.8: for this level is completely dependent of Ceres 

relationship, once you reach Ceres relationship level 2, the 

relationship of Galiene and Ceres will increase until 2.8, in Nel case 

it will be an increment of 0.8 if she is not in a level cap 

2.8 – 2.9: just have her as teammate and fight monsters (if she is 

possessed by Ceres then you will also increase her relationship) 

And that’s it as of version 0.65.010 this is as far as her relationship 

bar goes, still there are multiple events with Ceres that make use of 

her 

  



 

Captain Ceres 

Meeting conditions 

First of all, you need to have unlocked the ancient pyramid, after 

that if you just unlocked it then travel to another location and then 

back to the ancient celestian ruins to trigger an event where you 

will meet a woman from the desert town, you will go to the Asayuh 

Main Gate, and now will be able to pass the gate, you will meet the 

king of the town where he will ask you to get rid of the ghost ship 

that appears in the port 

Equip the spirits stone, go to the port, have energy potions and use 

the Magic Hourglass to pass the time until midnight (use your 

potions to stay awake) 



You will see the ghost ship and a ghost pirate, talk with her, she will 

ask for help and tell you about a magic mirror to transport to the 

ship, its location is in a cave north from there, The Blacksand cave, 

currently is sealed and you need of Galiene to unlock it 

Go back to Galiene place and ask her to go monster hunting, return 

to the blacksand cave/ treasure cave and the event will trigger 

where you will gain access 

After you gain access to it you will be transported to the pirate ship 

where you will fight Capt Ceres 

Enemy Drop 

Defeating her will give you the ice flake  

Perks 

This character will possess Galiene and you can have her as 

teammate, it will add to Galiene moveset the ability to summon a 

ghost sword if its only you and her in the party, the sword filling the 

third-party slot as long as it stays alive 

Events with other Characters 

Besides Galiene, her events will be tied to Nel relationship, also 

while you progress her story she will ask you to bring more people 

for her ghost crew to possess, as of version 0.64.14 you bring 

Faylen 

Increase relationship method 

Let her possess Galiene and have her as teammate fighting 

monsters 

Buy her relationship item from the wandering wagon of wonders 

 



Relationship Levels: 

For her you need to first trigger certain events before you can start 

her relationship (gain levels) 

First you have to let her possess Galiene, for that bring Galiene to 

fight and use the give up command 

The next day visit her and the possessed Galiene will meet you, 

now let her keep Galiene for some days (a day after that should be 

enough) 

Now visit the guild HQ 

After the event visit the pirate ship again 

Now return to your home and sleep (the next day if you visit Lucan 

store an event will occur, is not necessary for the progress but nice 

to have) 

Now visit Galiene place, the garden caffe 

Now you can start improving your relationship with Ceres 

0 – 0.9: Have Ceres possessing Galiene as a teammate and fight 

monsters (you need to give her 100 coins) 

0.9 – 1: Visit the pirate ship, talk with the pirate ghost, the captain’s 

cabin will become available, go here and talk with Ceres, asking for 

Galiene back, she will ask you to return her from time to time, 

accept the deal 

1 – 1.9 have Ceres possess Galiene and go fight monsters (she will 

ask you again for 100 coins) 

1.9 – 2.8: first you have to improve your relationship with Nel 

(relationship level 9), with Ceres inside Galiene’s body, visit her 

cabin, she will ask you to trick people into the pirate ship, so her 



people can possess them, Celica will refuse, and instead will ask to 

bring Nel to the ship 

Talk with Nel about the Emerald Galleon Pirates (it’s a new option 

you can’t miss it) 

After that you will get a new cutscene and her relationship will 

jump to 2.8 instead of the normal 2 

2.8 – 2.9 have Ceres possess Galiene and go fight monsters 

2.9 – 3: you first need to improve Nel relationship until level 9.9 

and have seen some of the spirit training events 

if you ask Nel to take over she will take you to Ceres ship, where 

she will ask you to bring more people to her ship and will move the 

ship to inside of the cave 

3 – 3.9 have Ceres possess Galiene and go fight monsters 

3.9: by this point and by the requirements of the spirit training you 

should have Nel relationship being level 10, now call nel and ask 

her to take control, she will take you to the ghost ship where Ceres 

and Galiene are waiting 

3.9 – 4: for this now you need to start Faylen relationship (be able 

to possess her), and have her in relationship level 1, and of course 

Ceres be possessing Galiene, now go to the treasure cave as Faylen 

for Cindy (one of Ceres crew), to possess Faylen, now return to your 

body and ask Nel to take control 

Instead of Nel going to explore she will instead tell you to continue 

with the spirit training and get yourself ejected, Galiene/Ceres will 

choose this moment to enter Celica’s house, at the end of the event 

you will meet Valen 



By this point the quest of getting rid of the ghost ship will be 

completed, go visit the Asayian throne room for a new event to 

take place, and then the Treasure cave 

4 – 4.9 have Ceres possess Galiene and go fight monsters 

As of version 0.65.010 this is as far as her relationship goes  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Selena 

Meeting conditions 

-you meet her as early as you go to the towns gate, going back to 

the central plaza you will be able to trigger her first event 

Enemy Drop 

You can’t fight this character 

Perks 

Once you reach the point of visiting her in the spirit world you will 

be able to see events in the Obelisk 

Also, when you rescue her and return her to her body you can have 

her as an ally, but you won’t be able to have other characters in the 

party 

Events with other Characters 

When you are going to rescue her, Nel is the one that is going to 

fight her body being controlled, and ultimately free her 

 

 



Increase relationship method 

For this character you first need to finish the Events listed below, 

unlike the other characters, until version 64.014 her relationship 

was more story / quests related, having her cap at level 2.1 

Once you finish the events listed below you need to complete 

another mission, listed in relationship levels, after that she will 

increase her relationship just like Evie and Galiene   

Events 

1.- Retrieve her house key: once you meet her, she will ask you to 

help her find her house key, going to another place and then going 

back to the central plaza you will be able to find the House key, 

giving it to her will make her character bar in the relationship, 

starting at 0.2 

2.- get her memento back: now for this event you need to have 

completed the event of returning the shoe to the toy maker, and 

have seen the puppet, go to Selena House and the event will 

trigger, now go to the toymaker house, talk with the front desk guy 

2 times until you can see the puppet; talk with her and select 

“HAVE YOU FOUND ANYTHING IN THE CRATES” and you will get 

Selena Memento 

3.- once the event in HQ takes places where the elves comes, and 

you discover that Galiene is an elf (by going to her location and 

having her join you to explore), and you have meet the demoness, 

either loosing or wining against her ( you need to be able to explore 

the forsaken keep), go to sleep an in the next day go visit her 

house, she will not be there but on the other hand her cat will, an 

event will take place where the cat takes you to the “Old Harbor 

Dock”, here you will get the Succubus ring 



By this point her relationship will be sitting in 1.0, now with the 

ring, equip it before going to sleep, and you will enter the dream 

world, where you will find Selena, where she will tell you that 

something happened to her body 

By now her relationship will go to 2.0, talking with her and selecting 

that she is different from other demons will raise her relationship 

to 2.1 

Selecting the option “I have met another demon” will reveal the 

demoness true name, Demonea 

Select how to help her, talk to her again, select how to return to the 

real world, talk to her again to request returning to the real world 

Relationship Levels 

0 – 2.1: as described above her relationship is more story event 

related, still as of version 65.010 you will be able to increase her 

relationship like the other characters 

2.1 – 3: For this you need to have done almost all of the Mindflayer 

quest, so you will need Nel at relationship level 10.9 (even if the 

fortune teller doesn’t tell you to improve Nel relationship past 8, 

and instead tells you to help Miriam), Faylen relationship level 1 

and be level 20, and finally fought and defeated the MindFlayer as 

Faylen 

Now go to your house and equip the Succubus ring before going to 

sleep 

Talk with Selena and ask her to return to the real world, a new 

cutscene will play, a long one at that, when its finished you will 

have already rescued Selena and her relationship would be at level 

3 



Now go to her house and talk to her, from this point on you can ask 

her to join your party, but right now you can’t have more 

teammates besides Selena 

3 – 3.9: ask her to go monster hunting, and go fighting enemies 

As of version 65.010 this is as far as her relationship goes  

  



 

Faylen 

Meeting conditions 

First of all you should have seen her visit Agranor, that is after 

exploring the spider cave, being enough high level, and unlocking 

the misty marsh, and have triggered her events in the elven eleth 

enclave, Now for this you need to have Nel relationship bar at max 

(10.9) so you can possess the puppet, as the puppet ( Candy ) go to 

the deepwood forest and level up until you are level 5 with Candy, 

now explore again and the event will trigger, where you will meet 

Faylen again 

Celica will give the Spirit Stone to Faylen 

Return to your body and go to the Eleth house alone 



Nel will possess Faylen and start accommodating her body for your 

use in the abandoned house (where you meet Nel) you will also get 

the spirit stone back, go talk with Nel there, it takes a couple of 

days (two at least), now go visit the abandoned house and you can 

start her relationship 

now you can start using Faylen’s body 

Note: Faylen does not appear in the fortune teller relationship 

advice, that’s because Faylen its and extension of Nel relationship 

Enemy Drop 

You cant fight this character 

Perks 

This character is used mainly for spirit training, meaning another 

character you can play as on limited maps, allows you to finish 

certain quests, and alongside Ceres relationship she will become an 

ally when you further increase the two reletionships 

Events with other Characters 

Her relationship could be considered an extension of Nel 

relationship, all of her events have Nel on them, also not an event 

but with Ceres she will become a vessel for one of her crewmates, 

becoming an ally 

Increase relationship method 

Just possess her and then go explore and fight monsters 

Relationship Levels: 

0 – 0.9: go and fight monsters in Faylen’s body 



0.9 – 1: leave Faylen’s body and return to your own body, now ask 

Nel to take over, she will go check on Faylen and the event will take 

place, after that Faylen will have gained a new skill, the Staff of 

reveal 

Now when you go back to possess her you will discover that she 

expects that you also use her body for your own fun, also at this 

point Nel will appear in scene in Celica’s body now wearing the full 

pajama outfit, you get the slippers on this event 

At this point you can continue with the Mindflayer quest to get the 

Dark Nova Spell, but consider to level Faylen to level 12 at least, still 

its better to level her to 20 

1 – 1.9: go and fight monsters in Faylen’s body 

As of version 65.010 this is as far as you can reach with Faylen, also 

you should have already seen all her events 

Still now you can let her be possessed by one of Ceres crew and 

continue with her relationship 

 

  



 

Glace 

Meeting conditions 

For this character you need to first have Nel relationship at level 

10.9 have started Faylen relationship and the puppet is level 10, (If 

Evie relationship is at max then how some iteractions will play will 

be different), also you reached the point of attending the 

masquerades to be able to enter the dwarf kingdom 

The quest will become available at the guild, just go there and the 

maid from the count mansion will ask you to retrieve an item from 

the forsaken keep 

Going there you will have a scripted battle where you will lose and 

Glace will take your body, a couple of days will pass and you will be 

ejected from it, with no way to enter your body 



Go talk with Nel 

She will eject Glace from Celica’s body and will disappear for the 

moment 

Note: at this point her relationship bar will appear but you can’t do 

anything for the moment 

Meeting for second time: Now once you have gained access to the 

dwarf kingdom, a new event will be available at the mystic tower, 

go there and you will learn about the awakening spring in the 

Snowy haven, and the Dirb Kibar northen gate will become 

available 

Go there and you will find a frozen door, now the Throne room will 

become available, go here next 

Now the Lion’s temple will become available, its in a previous map 

so look at the next image 

 



Go here and fight the Guardian, it’s a fire Golem, by this point you 

shouldn’t have any problem dealing with it 

Its weakness is water, dark magic attacks 

You will get the Inferno Globe 

Now go again to the Dirn Kibhar Northen gate and use the Inferno 

Globe 

Now you need to go to the Glacial Grotto entrance, where you will 

need a second Inferno Globe 

Go home and sleep and then go back to the Lions Temple 

You will fight another Fire Golem 

Return to the Glacial Grotto and use the second Inferno Globe 

You will fight Glace for a second time, now is not a scripted battle, if 

you use Violet in full bodysuit, make sure that you don’t lose her 

because instantly Glace will possess you, either have her in panty 

mode and any outfit you would like or if you go full bodysuit make 

sure to have potions available to restore Violet health 

Defeating her will give you the Ice armor 

Enemy Drop 

Every time you defeat her you will get/reclaim the Ice armor 

Perks 

You will get her armor once you defeat her, and in the case she 

takes over she will level up for you, if you are not max level, the 

downside is that she will change your equipment and spend money, 

items 

 



Events with other Characters 

She doesn’t have events with other characters besides Nel when 

you meet her 

Increase relationship method 

Let her take over, get your body back, repeat 

Or once you have raised her relationship beyond 0 you can buy her 

item to increase her relationship from the relationship shop 

Relationship Levels: 

0 – 0.9: let her take over and get your body back, repeat it until you 

fill this bar 

0.9 – 1: let her take over your body, but now go talk to her as a 

spirit, select “can’t we find a way to work together?”, after that 

select “I suppose, I can try accept it…” 

Now go possess the Puppet, and go back to Glace, a new cutscene 

will play where you will get to meet Vivi (the maid from the Count 

house), in the puppet shack, and she is a demon, she will cast a 

spell on both Celica and Glace, so from now on every time Glace 

takes over, she will level up 

Making it impossible for you to defeat her and get your body back, 

so you will have to go to Nel and ask her to help you get your body 

back 

Also, every time Glace gets ejected from Celica’s body it will now go 

to the puppet shack instead of the Glacial grotto 

The puppet shack is in the same map location as the mystic tower, 

and Galiene location 



 1 – 1.9: let her take over and get your body back, repeat it until 

you fill this bar, or you can go to the relationship shop and buy her 

item to instantly fill her bar 

As of version 0.65.010 this is the max level you can get with Glace 

 

  



 

Elith 

Meeting conditions 

This is a new Character introduced in version 65.010, to meet this 

character you need to do the following 

- Have rescued Selena (selena relationship level 3, that means 

to have done most of the Mindflayer quest / getting the Dark 

nova spell) 

- Have unlocked the Dirn Kibar Map (The town of the dwarves) 

Now go and explore the Dirn Kibar Cave until you trigger the 

cutscene where you save a robot (Rusty), after that you would have 

unlocked Galgatin’s Lab, and a cutscene will play out where the 

guys are attempting to time travel 



Once its done go back to your house, sleep, and visit Galgatin’s lab 

again, a new cutscene will play where Rusty will have time traveled, 

talk with Galgatin and select “Can’t we use the time machine to get 

Rusty back”, Galgatin will ask you if you are willing to do so, 3 

times, you should respond as yes the 3 times 

After the cutscene go back to your house, sleep, and repeat for a 

new cutscene 

Now if the requirements have been fulfilled go to the guild and ask 

bert if there are any new assignments, the water tunnel will be 

unlocked, its location is besides the Count’s Mansion 

 

Go there for a new Cutscene to play, now Cephrina (a monster that 

looks like the ones in the misty marsh, but pink with more eyes, and 

the design of cat ear) will present Celica to Elith 



And that’s about it you have meet Ellith 

And you are about to fight her, you will pretty much loose this fight 

because when she grabs you, she will inflict a new status that 

basically drops your willpower to 0 

After that a day will pass and her relationship bar should have been 

unlocked 

Note: At this point you have pretty much meet Cephrina but now 

we are going to cover how to visit her again 

Now go back to the water tunnel to see Cephrina again, and a 

cutscene to play, and you got another status in the equipment 

screen Tampered Psyche 

Talk with her, you can select Talk, take me to Elith or fight, select 

take me to Elith, and then select let her prepare your mind 

And that’s how you visit Elith 

Enemy Drop 

When you defeat Elith you will get Cephrina’s eye 

Note:  this is quite a hard boss, if not downright impossible if you 

are not prepared, unlike with the mindflyer that your potions effect 

got removed this will not be the case, so use an anti-sleep potion 

before the fight, have a strong willpower, and free soul equipped, 

the outfit can be whatever you like, this is noted down here 

because Elith will start the fight with a sleep spell on Celica 

Perks 

Right now, this character doesn’t have any perks, besides once 

defeating her and obtaining Cephrina’s eye that will allow you to 

summon Cephrina, to fight her, ask her to take you to Elith or talk 



By defeating Ceprhina you will get Lustians, that were otherwise 

unique to the Mimic Chests 

Events with other Characters 

This character doesn’t have any events with other characters 

Increase relationship method 

Fight her and let her win 

Relationship Levels 

0 – 9: fight against her and let her win 

As of version 65.010 this is as far as her relationship goes  



Story / side Characters 

Here will be listed the characters that their relationship increases as 

you progress the story or as of right now doesn’t have enough 

events, perks, you fight against them and so on to add their own 

section 

Edgar 

He is the Guild Master, as of version 64.014 all of his relationship 

increases and events are story related 

Bert 

Just like with Edgar; Bert doesn’t have events of his own and 

instead are all story related; still unlike Edgar you can increase his 

relationship to 1.9 as of version 64.014, you just need to increase 

Nel relationship to be able to bring him beer, and just do that 

Vivi 

When you completed the event of Glace where you give your body 

to her the event of Vivi will have already been completed, still in 

the quest log her name will not appear 

to make her relationship bar and name to appear you should go 

talk to her in the Count’s mansion while wearing Glace, select talk, 

Vivi will accelerate Glace process to take control, once its done her 

bar and name in the quest will appear, also her bar will be already 

filled 


